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ALL SEMINARS ARE FROM 

7:15-8:15 AM
2017

BEST PRACTICES FOR REACHING 
WOMEN ARCHERS FOR YOUR 
RETAIL STORE 
Melissa Bachman, Julie McQueen, Kristy Titus, Jana 
Waller and Michelle Scheuermann will hold a panel 
discussion to present best practices--from instore 
service to marketing strategies-- in order to reach and 
communicate with women archers.  
\\ Room 130 \\ Michelle 
Scheuermann, Melissa Bachmann,  
Kristy Titus, Julie McQueen &  
Jana Waller 

BEING STILL- HIGH PERFORMANCE 
TRICKS USING FORM, 
STABILIZATION AND TOOLS
GRIV will explain how to create stillness and accuracy 
in your rig using form techniques, stabilization and 
the newest proshop tools. Attendees will learn how 
drawlength, tuning and weight distribution a�ect 
compound bows and overall shooter success.
\\ Room 131 \\ George “GRIV” Ryals

NABA: WHY JOIN A BUYING GROUP
Learn about the importance of belonging to an 
archery buying group and its advantages to your 
business from Gary Kinard and Wayne Piersol of NABA.
\\ Room 132 \\ Gary Kinard & 
Wayne Piersol

SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR 
ARCHERY RETAILERS
Come learn from the top archery retailers in the industry 
as they share their secrets to survival in this ever-
changing economy. Learn how to double your range 
revenue in just a few months, simple ways to reduce your 
overhead through increasing your e�ciency and learn 
how to run a complex market plan with no e�ort or cost.
\\ Room 133 \\ Randy Phillips

INCREASED REVENUE THROUGH 
PROPER FLETCHING TECHNIQUES
The Bohning Company will communicate suggestions 
and lessons learned from over 70 years as an industry 
leader in fletching and arrow building accessories. 
Attendees will learn proper fletching techniques 
including shaft preparation, repair, helical vs. o�-set 
vs. straight fletching, resources for your customer and 
how to profit from using these techniques.
\\ Room 134 \\ Greg Misner, Bob 
Potter & Niki Vandermulen

JANUARY 11
WEDNES DAY

SETTING UP A NEW BOW 
The do’s and don’ts of setting up a new bow and other 
archery equipment for your customers.
\\ Room 130 \\ Len Marsh

ARRO BUYING GROUP:  
MAKING MORE PROFIT
Become more profitable by joining the most profitable 
buying group.  You will make more money in archery 
sales guaranteed.  Qualified dealers will be signed up 
at the 2016 ATA show.  
\\ Room 131 \\ Martin Stubstadt 

MARKETING STRATEGIES TO GROW 
AND MAINTAIN YOUR MILITARY 
AND VETERAN CONSUMER BASE
Learn about business strategies to make your 
shop more appealing to military and veteran 
customers and how to increase your profit from this 
consumer group.   
\\ Room 132 \\ Steven Lenoir & 
Charlie Budd

BRANDED APPAREL CREATES A 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE FOR 
INDEPENDENT RETAILERS
With an increase in Home Brand hunting apparel 
filling up the floor space of many large retailers, learn 
about the competitive advantage and opportunities 
independent retailers have to be the trusted advisors 
of specialized gear to consumers.    
\\ Room 133 \\ Michael Swan

SCHOLASTIC 3D ARCHERY (S3DA)
Jennie Richardson will present S3DA as a next-step 
initiative for kids to pursue a lifetime of archery and share 
details of its benefits for shop owners and businesses. 
\\ Room 134 \\ Jennie Richardson

MARKETING SPORTING PRODUCTS 
TO WOMEN
Women are the fastest growth area in sports, but are 
not marketed to directly in many cases. 50% of all 
products marketed to men are actually purchased by 
women and by 2017, younger women will have more 
spending power than any other generation in history
\\ Room 135 \\ Amanda McDonald

AERO SPORTS: A NEW CATEGORY 
OF ARCHERY…WHAT IT MEANS 
FOR YOU
Discover Aero Sports and its application of long 
range, safe arrows in various fitness activities such 
as Aerogolf.  Learn about its, prospective users, 
market presence and marketing techniques. Plus, 
gain insight into entering and thriving in this New 
Archery Space. 
\\ Room 136 \\ Victor Bond

BEST PRACTICES OF 
SUCCESSFUL RANGES
Range management ideas to help maximize one’s bottom 
line on their range and drive sales to the Pro Shop and 
retail showroom.
\\ Room 137 \\ Kelly Branch

DEER VISION AND 
TODAY’S HUNTER
Kurt will present information on deer vision, and how 
deer perceive us in their environment based on new 
scientific studies that have re-opened many issues 
and challenges to today’s hunters.
\\ Room 138 \\ Kurt Baumgartner

LICENSING 101: WHAT TO 
LOOK FOR IN AN AGREEMENT 
TO LICENSE PATENTS OR 
OTHER INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS 
Mike Oropallo of Barclay Damon LLP will give a 
practical overview of license agreements. The 
discussion will touch upon various forms of 
intellectual property or IP, including patents, 
trademarks and copyrights. 
\\ Room 139 \\ Mike Orapollo

GROW YOUR BUSINESS AND 
CREATE SUPPLEMENTARY INCOME
ATA’s retail growth initiative is a series of business 
concepts that generate additional income and 
attract new customers.  Concepts proven from 
member shops of various sizes including websites, 
classes and events, marketing, partnerships, social 
media and business operations. 
\\ MSA \\ Nicole Nash

JANUARY 10
TUESDAY
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HOW TO START AN ARCHERY CLUB
Gain information on how to pick the right organization 
to charter your club, what’s needed to launch it and 
how to grow and maintain interest in it.  
\\ Room 135 \\ Je� Greer

THE FOOD PLOT SYSTEM
Learn about what deer need and when, creating edge 
habitat around your food plots and recommendations 
for plantings throughout the year based on plant 
analysis testing. 
\\ Room 136 \\ Kevin Boyer

PRICING & PURCHASING 
STRATEGIES FOR THE 
INDEPENDENT RETAILER
Learn how to develop purchasing and pricing 
strategies that will help achieve long and short-term 
financial goals while maximizing profits.  Emphasis 
will be on margin versus markup and developing a 
purchasing strategy that allows for e�cient inventory 
management and greater profitability.
\\ Room 137 \\ Alex Cameron

USING COMPUTATIONAL 
MECHANICS AND MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS TO UNDERSTAND 
AND IMPROVE VERTICAL BOW 
AND CROSSBOW STRUCTURAL 
DYNAMICS BEHAVIOR
Vertical bows and crossbows are complex devices that 
defy intuition. The simultaneous, coupled dynamic 
interaction of the cams, limbs, riser and accessories 
influence stress levels/life, accuracy, safety and 
noise. This paper presents case studies enabling the 
development of better products. 
\\ Room 138 \\ Clint Haynes

10 TRICKS TO $10K
After 20 years of owning a pro shop that generated 
nearly $1 million/year Aaron Lasco has learned a few 
secrets to ensure profitability. Now a manufacturer, 
Aaron is here to share tips and tricks from his 
experiences to help other dealers succeed.
\\ Room 139 \\ Aaron Lasco

USE YOUR WEBSITE TO DRIVE 
NEW SALES AND ACQUIRE 
NEW CUSTOMERS
The key to driving recreational archers and bowhunters 
into your business is a website that is easy to navigate and 
contains the right information.  We’ll demonstrate how 
to build a website and review several templates that are 
available at a discounted rate for ATA members.
\\ MSA \\ Patrick Curry

RELEASE AID EXECUTION  
FROM THE PROS
Eric Griggs highlights release aid execution from 
a panel of top professional archers including Levi 
Morgan, Chance Beaubouef, Darrin Christenberry, 
Braden Gellenthien, Logan Wilde, Tommy Gomez and 
Nathan Brooks. These archers combine for hundreds of 
professional wins including over 100 World and National 
Championship titles.
\\ Room 130 \\ Eric Griggs

BEING STILL- HIGH PERFORMANCE 
TRICKS USING FORM, 
STABILIZATION AND TOOLS
GRIV will explain how to create stillness and accuracy 
in your rig using form techniques, stabilization and 
the newest proshop tools. Attendees will learn how 
drawlength, tuning and weight distribution a�ect 
compound bows and overall shooter success.
\\ Room 131 \\ George “GRIV” Ryals

MODERN DAY BALLISTICS  
OF HUNTING ARROWS
Increase sales by understanding the mechanics 
behind kinetic energy and how to assist your 
customers in making better choices for a successful 
hunt. Learn the basics of kinetic energy, momentum 
and how to best optimize the selection of the right 
arrow for maximum down range penetration. 
\\ Room 132 \\ David Hand

STATE OF THE WHITETAIL DEER: 
TRENDS IN HARVEST AND 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Get an overview of whitetail deer facts, current 
deer harvest numbers, and existing issues/trends 
impacting hunters and management programs. Also 
learn about buck age structures and its impact on 
whitetail harvests and hunter success. 
\\ Room 133 \\  Kip Adams

BOW SAFE UNIVERSITY: ARCHERY 
SAFETY AND CONSUMER LIABILITY
Acquire important training and knowledge that 
will help to prevent archery related injuries and 
the product/consumer liability lawsuits that often 
accompany them.
\\ Room 134 \\ Marvin Carlston

UNDERSTANDING BOW FIT AND 
BALANCE, PLUS SHOOTING FORM
Do you want steady sales? Then help your customers 
hold steadier and shoot better groups by matching 
them to the right bows, while o�ering insightful tips 
on aiming, bow balance and shooting form. Master 
Coach Bernie Pellerite.
\\ Room 135 \\ Bernie Pellerite 

OPTIMIZING BROADHEAD 
AERODYNAMICS AND ACCURACY 
USING PREDICTIVE ENGINEERING 
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In-flight characteristics of a broadhead are a function 
of the aerodynamic properties. Computational fluid 
dynamics is an advanced engineering tool that enables 
accurate simulation and optimization of critical in-flight 
performance parameters of the design before any 
prototypes are manufactured. 
\\ Room 136 \\ Dr. Harbi Pordal

COMPOSING PRESS RELEASES  
FOR THE INDUSTRY. DO’S &  
DON’TS, STYLE AND MORE
Learn the tips of how to properly compose press releases, 
when and how to use them, best methods for distribution 
and much more. Plus, learn why press releases are 
di�erent from social network communications, flyers, 
handouts and other communication e�orts widely 
used today. 
\\ Room 137 \\ J.R. Abscher

WORKING WITH PARK AND 
REC DEPARTMENTS TO 
ESTABLISH PROGRAMS
Gain an understanding of how Parks and Rec 
Departments work, and their work with schools 
and community programs. Learn how you can be 
a part of it to grow archery in your area and gain 
more customers.
\\ Room 138 \\ John Correveau & 
Bryan Farmer

UNDERSTANDING THE ARCHERY 
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX
Do you have questions about paying the Federal Excise 
Tax (FET) on archery equipment? Do you need help 
preparing for an IRS audit? Get help on constructive sales 
pricing. Receive clarifications on products subject to the 
FET and determine who is responsible for paying the tax. 
This open forum will allow time for specific problems to 
be addressed.  
\\ Room 139 \\ Mitch King
 
FILMING YOUR HUNT
Want to film your hunts? Learn what you will need to 
get started and some basic tips to help you film your 
hunts and other outdoor adventures.
\\ MSA \\ Tom Petry

JANUARY 12
THURSDAY
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MEET THE SPEA KERS
AARON LASCO  
owned “Spirit Quest Archery” setting 
sales records for nearly twenty years. 
He and his wife recently sold it to 
manufacture the E-Z-V bowsights 
under the name Venator Gear.

ALEX CAMERON  
oversees all retail operations for 
the 35,000 square foot Kinsey’s 
Outdoors facility. In addition, Alex 
is responsible for all buying and 
develops and facilitates the 

purchasing and pricing strategies adopted for 
Kinsey’s Outdoors.

AMANDA 
MACDONALD is the owner 
of Full Gallop Communications and 
has over 15 years of corporate 
marketing experience in product 
launch, branding and marketing 

strategy. As a Level 3 NTS coach, MacDonald has a unique 
understanding of the archery community and has a 
personal interest in its growth. 

BERNIE PELLERITE  
is president of Robinhood Video 
Production Inc. in Blacklick, Ohio. 
 He is also a video producer and 
director, author, sta� writer, 
seminar speaker, archery analyst, 

manufacturer, inventor and professional archery coach.

BOB POTTER is a graduate 
of Michigan Technological University 
where he earned a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Mechanical 
Engineering with an emphasis in 
Product Design.  He spent three 

years working as an engineer in the aerospace and defense 
industry before joining the Bohning Archery team as a 
Design Engineer in 2012.  

BRYAN FARMER  
is currently the Deputy Director for 
the City of Farmington Hills 
Department of Special Services.  
His passion for archery made him  
an influential person in the planning 

and construction of a park archery range which received 
the 2016 Facility Design Award from Michigan Recreation 
and Park Association. Over 5,600 people shot at the new 
facility in its first year. 

CHARLIE BUDD is the Pro 
Sta� lead at Wildlife Commando and 
served in the Army from1994 to 
2001. He served as a canon crew 
member and was airborne qualified. 
In 2013, he was named to Buck 

Buster Mineral’s field sta� team.

CLINT HAYNES’ 
co-founded a new division of Stress 
Engineering Services, Stress Outdoor® 
in 2010 with the goal of reducing 
product costs, accelerating 
developments and improving safety.  

Haynes holds BS and MS degrees in Mechanical Engineering 
from The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  . 

DAVID HAND is the founder 
and CEO of Ballistic Arrow Tech and 
Slash Arrows. He is a mechanical 
engineer and holds several patents 
on hunting arrows. He underwent  
a 5-year study of the Ballistics of 

Modern-day high speed hunting arrows that included a 
study at Rice University. 

DR. HARBI PORDAL 
holds a BS degree in Aeronautical 
Engineering from IIT, and MS and 
PhD degrees in Aerospace 
Engineering from The University of 
Cincinnati. In recent years Pordal has 

turned his attention to the outdoor products category and 
is devoted to accelerating development and improving 
products in CFD technology.

ERIC GRIGGS is a former, 
top professional archer with several 
titles to his credit.  Griggs has been 
instrumental in the design and 
production of Scott Releases for the 
last decade.  He currently serves as 

president of the Elite Archery, Scott Archery, Custom Bow 
Equipment and Winner’s Choice Bowstrings brands.  

GARY KINARD is the owner 
of All Star Archery and Marine 
Electronics in Dallas and Lewisville, 
TX. In 1982, he opened his marine 
electronics retail store then added 
archery to his thriving business in 

2002. He joined NABA in 2004, opened his second store in 
2006 and has served on the board of NABA since 2012. 

GEORGE RYALS IV 
(GRIV) is a former World and 
National Indoor Champion. He is a 
co-founder of ArcheryTalk.com and 
worked many years as a product 
designer for Martin Archery, Copper 

John, and Stanislawski releases. Ryals’ intensive three-day 
advanced archery workshop teaches top-level target 
archery techniques to individual archers and national 
team members. 

GREG MISNER owned an 
archery pro shop in Montana for 11 
years and is a 2-Time World 
Champion archer and an 
accomplished bowhunter. Greg 
joined Bohning in 2015 as the 
National Sales Manager.

JANA WALLER  
is a passionate bowhunter that 
travels the globe for her show, 
“Skullbound TV” on Sportsman 
Channel.  She was presented the 
NWTF’s “Communicator Of The Year” 

award in 2015 for her work in conservation.

JEFF GREER is a Level III 
certified USA Archery coach and 
tournament judge as well as a 
certified archery instructor with 
Scholastic 3D Archery, 4H and PSE. 
He is currently the president of Music 

City Archers club which is chartered through USA Archery, 
National Field Archery Association, Scholastic 3D Archery 
and hosts the Cheatham County 4H club. 

JENNIE RICHARDSON 
is the Executive Director for the 
Scholastic 3D Archery (S3DA) 
program.  In 2002 she started the 
National Archery in the Schools 
Program (NASP) to introduce 

students to the sport she loved and competed 
professionally in for 17 years.  She created the S3DA 
program to keep students motivated and growing 
in archery.  

JOHN CORRIVEAU 
is the Director of Parks and 
Recreation in Saginaw Michigan.  
He has been involved in recreation, 
in both corporate and local 
governments for over 20 years, is 

 a lifelong bowhunter and a certified archery instructor. 

JR ABSCHER has spent his 
career as a writer, editor, consultant 
and historian in the outdoors 
communication world. Much of this 
time was spent working in and 
around the archery industry where 

he currently serves as editor of The Archery Wire.

JULIE MCQUEEN’s first 
love is Bowhunting. She hosts “Till 
Death Do Us Part” with her husband 
Daniel Lee Martin, airing 
on CarbonTV. 
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MEET THE SPEA KERS
KELLY BRANCH  
is co-owner of SpyderWeb Targets  
in St. Joseph, Michigan. Prior to 
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LEN MARSH has more than 
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Baltimore, Maryland, for the past  
20 years. Len also holds several 
patents on archery equipment.
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engineering and founded Gold Tip 
arrows in 1989 where he designed the 
modern day graphite arrow. He then 
founded Shooting Edge Technology 
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member with the ATA and has worked with Industry leaders 
to help create awareness for proper use of arrows. He started 
the first “Flex It First” campaign on arrows in 1998.
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produces and edits her own show 
Winchester Deadly Passion, airing 
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BulletProof Communications, 
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cases, argued appeals, and counsels’ 
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clients on various legal issues,  

with a focus on intellectual property and wildlife laws.
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of Government Relations for the 
Archery Trade Association. Mitch 
works with wildlife-agency directors 
and leaders to establish or expand 
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Mitch served as the assistant director for wildlife and 
sportfish restoration, concentrating on FET paid by the 
hunting and fishing industries to benefit fish and 
wildlife programs. 

NICOLE NASH  
is the Manager of Retail Programs 
for the ATA.  Nicole develops and 
manages communications between 
the industry and organizations 
participating in the ATA’s 

instructional programs, including the ATA’s Retail 
Growth Initiative.  

NIKI VANDERMEULEN 
holds a B.S. degree with emphasis in 
Microbiology and Chemistry from 
Ferris State University. After running 
a Microbiology Laboratory for five 
years, she joined Bohning Archery in 

2013 as the resident adhesive specialist.  

PATRICK CURRY 
 is the Founder and President of 
FootSteps Marketing.  FootSteps has 
become the leader in Website and 
Digital Marketing services for the 
independent retailer.  He has 

worked within the software, internet and technology 
industry as an entrepreneur, strategic consultant and 
business executive for 25 years.

RANDY PHILLIPS  
is the owner of Archery 
Headquarters in Phoenix AZ. He  
has served on the ATA Board for 
about a dozen years as well as on 
the Arizona Bowhunters Association 

board as the Game & Fish liaison. Randy is passionate 
about Bowhunting. 

STEVEN LENOIR  
is the founder of Wildlife Commando 
a hunting show based out of 
Georgia. Before Wildlife Commando 
he served as a Cavalry Scout, a 
reconnaissance specialist, with the 

Army from 2008 -2012. Steven is a member of the Bass Pro 
Shops Redhead hunting team and serves as an archery 
expert for the History Channel.

TOM PETRY is known as one 
of the pioneers of the video schools 
for Campbell Cameras and has a 
background in outdoor television 
stretching out more than 15 years. 

VICTOR BOND majored in 
Mathematics at Harvard University, 
he was the Director of Marketing and 
Director of Strategy at IBM.  He has 
been an archer, target shooter and 
hunter, since he was a boy in North 

Carolina. With his wife and Co-Founder, Judith, he invented 
and patented the first long range safe arrow: The Aero ™.

WAYNE PIERSOL  
is the owner of Archery Only Inc., 
located in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. He currently serves as Vice 
President of the NABA and was a 
1995 founding member. He 

participates on the ATA’s Dealer Counsel Advisory Board 
and has been featured on the cover of “Archery Business 
Magazine” for Dealer of the Year. 
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AARON LASCO  
owned “Spirit Quest Archery” setting 
sales records for nearly twenty years. 
He and his wife recently sold it to 
manufacture the E-Z-V bowsights 
under the name Venator Gear.

ALEX CAMERON  
oversees all retail operations for 
the 35,000 square foot Kinsey’s 
Outdoors facility. In addition, Alex 
is responsible for all buying and 
develops and facilitates the 

purchasing and pricing strategies adopted for 
Kinsey’s Outdoors.

AMANDA 
MACDONALD is the owner 
of Full Gallop Communications and 
has over 15 years of corporate 
marketing experience in product 
launch, branding and marketing 

strategy. As a Level 3 NTS coach, MacDonald has a unique 
understanding of the archery community and has a 
personal interest in its growth. 

BERNIE PELLERITE  
is president of Robinhood Video 
Production Inc. in Blacklick, Ohio. 
 He is also a video producer and 
director, author, sta� writer, 
seminar speaker, archery analyst, 

manufacturer, inventor and professional archery coach.

BOB POTTER is a graduate 
of Michigan Technological University 
where he earned a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Mechanical 
Engineering with an emphasis in 
Product Design.  He spent three 

years working as an engineer in the aerospace and defense 
industry before joining the Bohning Archery team as a 
Design Engineer in 2012.  

BRYAN FARMER  
is currently the Deputy Director for 
the City of Farmington Hills 
Department of Special Services.  
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and construction of a park archery range which received 
the 2016 Facility Design Award from Michigan Recreation 
and Park Association. Over 5,600 people shot at the new 
facility in its first year. 

CHARLIE BUDD is the Pro 
Sta� lead at Wildlife Commando and 
served in the Army from1994 to 
2001. He served as a canon crew 
member and was airborne qualified. 
In 2013, he was named to Buck 

Buster Mineral’s field sta� team.

CLINT HAYNES’ 
co-founded a new division of Stress 
Engineering Services, Stress Outdoor® 
in 2010 with the goal of reducing 
product costs, accelerating 
developments and improving safety.  

Haynes holds BS and MS degrees in Mechanical Engineering 
from The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  . 
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and CEO of Ballistic Arrow Tech and 
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a 5-year study of the Ballistics of 

Modern-day high speed hunting arrows that included a 
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DR. HARBI PORDAL 
holds a BS degree in Aeronautical 
Engineering from IIT, and MS and 
PhD degrees in Aerospace 
Engineering from The University of 
Cincinnati. In recent years Pordal has 

turned his attention to the outdoor products category and 
is devoted to accelerating development and improving 
products in CFD technology.
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titles to his credit.  Griggs has been 
instrumental in the design and 
production of Scott Releases for the 
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president of the Elite Archery, Scott Archery, Custom Bow 
Equipment and Winner’s Choice Bowstrings brands.  

GARY KINARD is the owner 
of All Star Archery and Marine 
Electronics in Dallas and Lewisville, 
TX. In 1982, he opened his marine 
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archery to his thriving business in 

2002. He joined NABA in 2004, opened his second store in 
2006 and has served on the board of NABA since 2012. 

GEORGE RYALS IV 
(GRIV) is a former World and 
National Indoor Champion. He is a 
co-founder of ArcheryTalk.com and 
worked many years as a product 
designer for Martin Archery, Copper 

John, and Stanislawski releases. Ryals’ intensive three-day 
advanced archery workshop teaches top-level target 
archery techniques to individual archers and national 
team members. 

GREG MISNER owned an 
archery pro shop in Montana for 11 
years and is a 2-Time World 
Champion archer and an 
accomplished bowhunter. Greg 
joined Bohning in 2015 as the 
National Sales Manager.

JANA WALLER  
is a passionate bowhunter that 
travels the globe for her show, 
“Skullbound TV” on Sportsman 
Channel.  She was presented the 
NWTF’s “Communicator Of The Year” 

award in 2015 for her work in conservation.

JEFF GREER is a Level III 
certified USA Archery coach and 
tournament judge as well as a 
certified archery instructor with 
Scholastic 3D Archery, 4H and PSE. 
He is currently the president of Music 

City Archers club which is chartered through USA Archery, 
National Field Archery Association, Scholastic 3D Archery 
and hosts the Cheatham County 4H club. 

JENNIE RICHARDSON 
is the Executive Director for the 
Scholastic 3D Archery (S3DA) 
program.  In 2002 she started the 
National Archery in the Schools 
Program (NASP) to introduce 

students to the sport she loved and competed 
professionally in for 17 years.  She created the S3DA 
program to keep students motivated and growing 
in archery.  

JOHN CORRIVEAU 
is the Director of Parks and 
Recreation in Saginaw Michigan.  
He has been involved in recreation, 
in both corporate and local 
governments for over 20 years, is 

 a lifelong bowhunter and a certified archery instructor. 
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and historian in the outdoors 
communication world. Much of this 
time was spent working in and 
around the archery industry where 

he currently serves as editor of The Archery Wire.

JULIE MCQUEEN’s first 
love is Bowhunting. She hosts “Till 
Death Do Us Part” with her husband 
Daniel Lee Martin, airing 
on CarbonTV. 
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